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A B S T R A C T
Radiative fields of three-dimensional inhomogeneous Saharan dust clouds have been calculated at solar wavelength
(0.6µm) by means of a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model. Scattering properties are taken from measurements in the
SAMUM campaigns, from light scattering calculations for spheroids based on the MIESCHKA code, from Mie theory
for spheres and from the geometric optics method assuming irregular shaped particles. Optical properties of different
projected area equivalent shapes are compared. Large differences in optical properties are found especially in the phase
functions.
Results of radiative transfer calculations based on the Monte Carlo method are shown exemplarily for one dust cloud
simulated by the cloud resolving atmospheric circulation model LM-MUSCAT-DES. Shape-induced differences in the
radiation fluxes are pronounced, for example, the domain averaged normalized radiance is about 30% lower in the case
of a dust plume consisting of spheroids or irregular particles compared to spheres. The effect of net horizontal photon
transport (3-D effect) on the reflected radiance fields is only notable at the largest gradients in optical thickness. For
example, the reflectance at low sun position differs locally about 15% when horizontal photon transport is accounted
for. ‘Sharp edges’ due to 1-D calculations are smoothed out in the 3-D case.
1. Introduction
Estimates of the amount of global dust aerosol vary between
1000 and 5000 Tg yr −1. Therefore, dust in the atmosphere plays
an important role in the climate system. The Saharan desert,
especially with the Bode´le´ Depression is the world’s largest
source region of atmospheric mineral dust. About 61 000 km3
diatomite has been eroded from Bode´le´ during the past 1000 yr
(Bristow et al., 2009).
The anthropogenic part of global dust load increases due to
land use practices and construction. The energy distribution in
the atmosphere, the global radiation budget (Tegen et al., 1996),
the cloud life cycle (Kaufman et al., 2005) and the formation
of tropical cyclones (Evan et al., 2006) are influenced by dust
aerosol.
Dust in the troposphere also has a direct effect on animals,
vegetation and human health. The dust from Africa carries viable
micro-organisms, macro and micro nutrients, trace metals and
some organic contaminants. Deposited in the ocean and on land,




ecosystems, for example, in coral reefs worldwide (Griffin et al.,
2001; Garrison et al., 2003).
The mineral dust acts as a fertilizer in the Amazon rain forest
as well as the equatorial Atlantic Ocean and influences, by that,
indirectly the CO2 cycle (Bristow et al., 2010).
The dimension of dust effects depends on the particle chemi-
cal, physical and optical properties which differ with the source
region. The airborne dust itself is mainly influenced by wind
fields and precipitation (Schepanski et al., 2007).
The Saharan Mineral Dust Experiment (SAMUM) investi-
gates the properties of the dust particles and quantifies dust-
related radiative effects. The field campaign of the first phase
took place near a dust source region in Southern Morocco 2006
and continued with the second phase far field studies at Cape
Verde Islands in 2008. In the campaigns two research aircrafts,
one equipped with a lidar, and three ground-based lidars have
been used. The detailed observations were applied to a dust
transport model and to radiative transfer models whose results
were compared to satellite measurements (Heintzenberg, 2009;
Ansmann et al., 2011).
This study is focused on radiative transfer simulations in
Saharan dust plumes in the framework of SAMUM with spe-
cial attention to different particle shapes and horizontal photon
transport.
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Scattering properties of spherical, spheroidal and irregular
shaped particles are compared. There are several other studies
considering different shapes in radiative transfer simulations in
dust plumes, but the uncertainties in the particle size distribu-
tion of the dust cloud and its refractive index, which is very
sensitive to particle size and chemical composition depending
on the source region, make it difficult to compare the results. The
studies by, for example, Otto et al. (2009), Yang et al. (2007),
Kalashnikova and Sokolik (2004) and Fu et al. (2009) show that
the differences in scattering properties between spherical and
spheroidal particles are small as it is confirmed in this study. In
Kalashnikova and Sokolik (2002) and Kalashnikova and Sokolik
(2004) other particle shapes and mixtures of a variety of shapes
are compared. They found larger differences in the scattering
properties compared to spherical particles.
3-D radiative effects due to horizontal photon transport have
been studied mostly for water, mixed phase and ice clouds, for
example, by Scheirer and Macke (2003), Benner and Evans
(2001), Davis et al. (1997) and Di Giuseppe and Tompkins
(2003) among others.
The aim of this study is to extend these investigations to 3-D
mineral dust clouds with a special emphasis on the non-spherical
dust particle geometries. In this regard, dust clouds pose a similar
challenge to radiative transfer investigations like cirrus clouds
(Schlimme et al., 2005).
2. Models and methods
2.1. LM-MUSCAT-DES
LM-MUSCAT-DES is a system of regional models to simulate
emission, transport, deposition and radiative effects of Saharan
dust in northern Africa and parts of the Atlantic Ocean. The Dust
Emission Scheme (DES) was developed by Tegen et al. (2002).
Surface properties like roughness, soil size distribution, vegeta-
tion cover, soil moisture content and the location of preferential
dust sources are considered to calculate the erosion threshold
velocity and horizontal and vertical dust fluxes. These are used
in the multiscale chemistry-transport code (MUSCAT) to sim-
ulate the transport and deposition of dust in the framework of
the SAMUM campaign. MUSCAT is coupled online with the
non-hydrostatic meteorological model (LM). It is operated with
initial and boundary conditions from the global model GME
of the German Weather Service, DWD. Originally, MUSCAT
was developed to simulate the dynamics of pollutants, so DES
and dry and wet deposition were embedded. There are mod-
ules included which describe aerosol dynamics and chemical
mechanisms. The dust is transported as a dynamic tracer in five
independent size classes (from bin1 to bin5) whose radius limits
are 0.1µm, 0.3µm, 0.9µm, 2.6µm, 8µm and 24µm (Heinold
et al., 2007).
The LM-MUSCAT-DES was validated with measurements
of optical thicknesses, extinction coefficients and particle size
distributions as well as satellite dust indices and standard mete-
orological parameters during the SAMUM field campaign. Dust
optical properties and size distributions are mostly well matched
by the model. However, the spatio-temporal evolution of the dust
plumes was not always satisfactorily reproduced (Heinold et al.,
2007).
In Fig. 1, a qualitative comparison of modelled and satellite
measured spatial dust cloud pattern for 31 January 2008 13:00
UTC is shown. Figure 1(a) shows the amount of particles of the
MUSCAT modelled cloud in pink and the green shaded surface
albedo. As surface albedo was used a 0.3–0.5µm broad-band in-
homogeneous surface albedo field from MODIS with the same
resolution as the MUSCAT model. In (b) the corresponding
IR Index of the same date and area can be seen. The IR In-
dex (http://www.eumetsat.int) is only a qualitative index for the
Fig. 1. Dust cloud from 31 January 2008 13:00 UTC (a) MUSCAT modelled dust cloud in pink with green shaded surface albedo (b) IR Index from
MSG satellite measurements, red to pink colour indicates dust.
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occurrence of dust. It is a false colour image composite based
on brightness temperature differences measured by the infrared
channels of the SEVIRI instrument onboard of the geostation-
ary MSG satellite which is placed in 0◦ longitude and has a
resolution of 3 km. The IR Index indicates dust with red to ma-
genta colours (Wald et al., 1998). Both pictures show nearly the
same patterns and locations of the dust plumes. There are light
red dusty shades west of North Africa over the Atlantic and a
clearly visible dust cloud between Lake Chad and the Bode´le´
Depression. Another lighter dusty area is located south west of
the larger one. In general the observed and modelled dust cloud
pattern are in good agreement. In the following calculations only
the smaller part with the clear visible dust cloud between Lake
Chad and the Bode´le´ Depression was used because of computa-
tion limitations.
2.2. MC-UniK
The Monte Carlo Model of the University of Kiel (MC-UniK,
Macke et al., 1999) is a forward model for efficient calcula-
tions of radiances at discrete directions. It includes the ‘Local
Estimate Method’ (Marshak and Davis, 2005) and it was vali-
dated within the I3RC project (Intercomparison of 3-D Radiation
Codes (http://i3rc.gsfc.nasa.gov/, Cahalan et al., 2005).
MC-UniK simulates directly the path of photons through
the dust cloud. Accuracy increases with the number of pho-
tons. The free path length is based on Beers Law and gives
the step size between two successive scattering processes. A
random process weighted with the scattering phase function re-
sults in the scattering angle. Absorption is taken into account
with the photon weight multiplied by the local single scattering
albedo.
For calculating the radiance field the ‘Local Estimate Method’
is more efficient than the common Monte Carlo photon count-
ing method, because no photons get lost. Additional to each
scattering process the part of the local photon energy which is
directly scattered along the path towards the detector is con-
sidered. This part is attenuated at the length of the way to the
detector and according to the probability of scattering into that
direction registered.
The model domain is separated into grid boxes which are char-
acterized by their optical properties. The input data required for
MC-UniK for each model grid box are the coordinates in x, y and
z direction, the extinction coefficient βext, the single scattering
albedo ω0 and the scattering phase function P (θ ) depending on
the scattering angle θ . Furthermore, the sun position, observer
position, number of photons and surface albedo are required.
The illustration in Fig. 2 visualizes the general performance
of the Monte Carlo method. The photons from the sun direc-
tion reach the 3-D Cartesian cuboidal model domain. Different
colours symbolize different optical properties of the dust cloud
grid boxes. Photons are transmitted, absorbed and scattered on
their way through the domain. The dotted lines symbolize the
Fig. 2. Schematic way of photons from sun through a cubic dust cloud
to the observing MSG satellite with different optical properties in each
grid box. Dotted lines symbolize ‘Local Estimate Method’.
‘Local Estimate Method’ considering the part of photons directly
scattered into the satellite’s viewing angle at each scattering pro-
cess.
To perform the MC-UniK calculations, the given size distribu-
tion from a MUSCAT cloud is converted into optical properties
based on the scattering classes (Section 2.3) assuming spherical,
spheroidal and irregular shaped dust particles. The results from
the MC-UniK calculation with spherical particles for the chosen
part of the dust cloud from 31 January 2008 13:00 UTC plotted
in Fig. 3(a) show the amount of particles of the MUSCAT mod-
elled cloud and (b) the corresponding IR Index from the MSG
measurements. The IR Index indicates the dust in pink to red
colours.
The simulated normalized radiances from MC-UniK and the
measured radiance from the satellite (channel 1 of the SEVIRI
instrument) are illustrated in (c) and (d).
2.3. Scattering classes
Since the modelled domain from the LM-MUSCAT-DES con-
sists of 182 × 229 horizontal boxes and 40 vertical layers, there
are over 1.5 million dust cloud boxes. For each box the scattering
properties including the scattering phase functions are required.
To manage this amount of data, the size- and shape-dependent
scattering properties have been discretized into 14 classes and
their assumed shape as shown in Table 2.
The ratio between small and large particles is an appropri-
ate measure for the scattering properties of one grid box with
a given discrete size distribution. First the boxes were grouped
into five classes depending in which of the five size classes the
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Fig. 3. The Monte Carlo simulated part of the dust Cloud from 31 January 2008 13:00 UTC. (a) MUSCAT cloud, (b) IR Index from the MSG
satellite, (c) MC-UniK simulated normalized radiance for spherical particles at 0.6µm and (d) measured radiance from MSG around the 0.6µm
channel in W m−2 sr−1; colour bar is a little shifted because of the highly reflecting water clouds which do not occur in the model.
largest number of particles is located. Because in most cases
the number of the smallest particles (bin1 with effective radius
0.166µm) is the largest, this class is split up into 10 additional
classes depending on the ratio between small and large particles
as shown in Table 2. For the 14 classes the averaged optical
properties of the classified boxes were taken. Sensitivity studies
with undiscretized 3-D variable scattering and absorption prop-
erties (not shown here) have shown that the discretization errors
are small compared to the Monte Carlo noise.
Figure 4 shows the discretized extinction efficiency and single
scattering albedo for spherical particles. The values with black
dots are calculated with Mie Theory for all dust cloud boxes and
the grey circles show the chosen average values for the corre-
sponding classes. The discretization is assumed to sufficiently
represent the microphysical and thus optical variability in the
3-D radiative transfer calculations.
3. Monte Carlo calculations
3.1. Dust scattering properties for different shapes
To study the role of different particle shapes and their influ-
ence on the simulated radiation fields, the scattering properties
of spheres, ellipsoids and irregular shaped particles have been
compared. The different shaped particles were taken in the way
that the amount of particles in the cloud did not change and
all particles have nearly the same surface. Thus the volume of
spheroidal particles is 3% smaller than that of spheres. Mie The-
ory is used for spherical particles.
The Scattering Database for spheroidal particles (Schmidt
et al., 2009) provides scattering properties for a wide range of
different particles. However, for best agreement with the mea-
sured data from the SAMUM Campaign, scattering at spheroidal
particles has been calculated with the code MIESCHKA (Wauer
et al., 2004) via the Virtual Lab (http://vl.nz.dlr.de/VL) environ-
ment. MIESCHKA is based on a generalization of the separation
of variables method and can be used for particles up to a size
parameter of 40. For larger spheroids, as in the case of the
two largest size classes bin4 (size parameter 47.4, effective ra-
dius 4.571µm) and bin5 (size parameter 143.18, effective radius
13.804µm), a ray tracing code (Macke et al., 1997) based on
the geometric optics method was used. The methods used to cal-
culate the scattering properties for different shapes and particle
sizes are summarized in Table 1.
An aspect ratio of 1.6 and a refractive index of
1.574 + 0.0011 i at a wavelength of 0.6µm for dust particles
according to the measurements in the SAMUM field campaigns
from Kandler et al. (2009) and Kandler et al. (2011) are assumed.
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Fig. 4. Extinction efficiency and single scattering albedo at 1.6µm calculated exact for each cloud box with Mie theory (black dots) and the
discretized values in grey circles.
Table 1. Used methods to calculate scattering properties for different shapes and particle sizes (extinction
efficiency for ray tracing method was always assumed to be the same as for the corresponding sphere
calculated with Mie Theory)
However, one should keep in mind that the scattering properties
of dust particles are very sensitive to the refractive index and
even small uncertainties on this value can have big influences
on the scattering properties and thus on the calculated radiance
fields. To quantify these influences more calculations with dif-
ferent refractive indices have to be performed, which, however,
is beyond the scope of this study.
The ray tracing method was also used for calculating the
scattering properties of irregular shaped particles that are con-
siderably larger than the wavelength. These irregular particles
(Fig. 5) are randomly constructed convex polyhedrons with tri-
angular surfaces and an aspect ratio of about 1.6.
For smaller irregular particles as in the size class bin1 the
scattering properties were assumed to be identical to those from
spherical ones. This assumption results in smaller differences
in the size distribution averaged scattering properties of distinct
shapes for the scattering classes.
In the upper part of Fig. 6 the single scattering albedo and
the extinction efficiency for the five size classes from the MUS-
CAT model are plotted. Only small differences can be seen
for the single scattering albedo. Because of limitations of the
geometric optics method approximation, the irregular parti-
cle extinction efficiency is always 2 and was replaced by the
value for the projected area equivalent sphere. There are sig-
nificant differences between spheres and spheroids. The ex-
tinction efficiencies of spheroids differ up to 0.5 in the size
class bin2 (effective radius 0.501µm) from the ones of spheres.
Also large shape-induced differences are obvious in the scat-
tering phase functions, displayed in Fig. 6. All shape-induced
differences in scattering properties increase with particle
size.
Fig. 5. Example of irregular shaped particle with triangular surfaces.
Each of the 14 scattering classes is a combination of the
five size classes defined earlier. So the optical properties of the
scattering classes are weighted averages of the optical properties
of the size classes. The composition is shown in Table 2.
Figure 7 and Table 3 show the scattering properties of the 14
scattering classes. The single scattering albedo and the extinction
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Fig. 6. Extinction efficiency, single scattering albedo and scattering phase functions for five particle size classes with their cross section for three
different shapes.
efficiency depend on the effective radius of the scattering class.
There are only small differences in the single scattering albedo
for the three particle shapes. The values for spheroids and ir-
regular particles differ less than 1% from the single scattering
albedo of spheres.
In the study by Otto et al. (2009), which deals with radiative
transfer calculations for dust clouds consisting of spherical and
spheroidal dust particles, it is also shown that at a wavelength of
0.6µm the differences between spheroids and spheres are small.
The single scattering albedo is about 0.5% lower for spheroids
than for spheres, but the values reported by Otto et al. (2009)
are smaller in general. This may mainly be caused by different
input data for particle size distributions and refractive index due
to measured data at different time and location.
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Table 2. Development and composition of the 14 scattering classes as described in Section 2.3 ‘Scattering classes’. Bin1 to bin5 are 5 size classes
with corresponding effective radius
Size bin class Occurrence of Composition of the scattering classes in %
with biggest Ratio between scattering class Effective
particle big and small in dust cloud bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5 radius
amount particles boxes in % 0.166 µm 0.501 µm 1.514 µm 4.571 µm 13.804 µm (µm) Name
bin 1 0.0–0.1 14.31 61.82 36.10 2.03 0.05 0.00 2.098 1.1
0.1–0.2 67.38 60.85 36.53 2.47 0.14 0.00 2.866 1.2
0.2–0.3 6.97 56.92 37.02 5.24 0.81 0.01 5.887 1.3
0.3–0.4 1.89 52.38 35.03 10.43 2.13 0.03 6.416 1.4
0.4–0.5 0.99 45.22 33.11 17.64 3.97 0.07 6.936 1.5
0.5–0.6 0.51 37.32 31.18 25.4 5.96 0.11 7.065 1.6
0.6–0.7 0.05 32.62 29.22 30.48 7.50 0.18 7.657 1.7
0.7–0.8 0.00 46.94 19.41 13.51 19.24 0.90 9.633 1.8
0.8–0.9 0.00 44.99 20.46 6.53 26.74 1.28 9.744 1.9
0.9–1.0 0.00 39.43 11.48 12.98 34.63 1.48 9.469 1.10
bin 2 3.47 34.77 56.39 7.68 1.14 0.01 5.353 2
bin 3 2.74 14.98 21.25 53.49 10.10 0.18 6.895 3
bin 4 1.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 99.59 0.40 5.475 4
bin 5 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 13.804 5
Note: bin1 to bin5 are five size classes with corresponding effective radius.
Fig. 7. Scattering properties of scattering classes for different particle shapes: (a) single scattering albedo and (b) extinction efficiency depending on
the effective radius of the 14 scattering classes, shaded in grey, the two classes 1.1 and 1.2 accounting for over 80% of the dust cloud boxes; (c) and
(d) show the scattering phase function for these two classes 1.1 with effective radius 2.0975µm and 1.2 with effective radius 2.8661µm.
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Table 3. Scattering properties at 0.6 µm (single scattering albedo [SSA], extinction efficiency [EE] of dust particles) used for Monte Carlo
calculations at three wavelengths and for three different shapes (spheres [S], prolate spheroids [P], irregular particles [I])
The work of Yang et al. (2007) also shows that the single
scattering albedo from spheres and spheroids have only small
differences, with slightly smaller values for spheroids.
There are other studies on the topic of particle shape like
Kalashnikova and Sokolik (2004) dealing with mixtures of dif-
ferent shapes based on electron microscopy data. They show
that for different shapes the differences with respect to spherical
particle vary even in sign and increase with particle radius.
Fu et al. (2009) obtain the result that the single scattering
albedo of spherical and spheroidal particles differ less than 1%.
In Kalashnikova and Sokolik (2002) the scattering properties
of mixtures of sharply edged, smooth shapes and spheres are
compared. They find larger single scattering albedo for mixtures
with more sharp-edged particles.
Two example phase functions of the biggest classes 1.1 and
1.2 in number concentration which are suitable for about 80%
of the dust cloud boxes are presented in Fig. 7. Both classes
are marked with light grey in the pictures. Most obvious is the
different shape of the phase function of spheres compared to
the ones for spheroids and irregular particles, especially in the
region of a scattering angle between 100◦ and 140◦. In Yang
et al. (2007) these differences can also be found although they
are less pronounced.
Because the geometric optics method does not allow to cal-
culate the extinction efficiency, it was assumed that the values
for irregular particles are identical to the ones for projected area
equivalent spheres. This assumption reduces the differences in
the radiative fields of irregular shaped particles compared to that
of spheres. Thus, all shape-induced differences in the radiation
Fig. 8. Differences from simulated fields for spheres in percent to
fields for spheroids and irregular particles.
fields result from the differences in single scattering albedo and
scattering phase function.
In Fig. 8 the relative differences in percent in the reflectance
fields for spheroids and irregular particles compared to spheres
are plotted.
The optical thickness for a dust cloud consisting of irregular
particles is the same as for spheres because of the assumption of
identical extinction efficiencies. Large differences occur in the
absorption. For spheroids the averaged absorption field is nearly
5% higher and for irregular particles it is nearly 20% higher
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than for the absorption field of spherical particles. However the
absolute values are very small, so that percentaged differences
might not be the best indicator for shape-induced absorption
differences.
The averagesof fields of reflection and transmission differ less
than 2% for irregular particles and spheroids from spheres. In
Yang et al. (2007), it is shown that the reflectance of a dust cloud
with spheroidal particles is much higher than the reflectance of a
cloud consisting of spherical particles, which under the chosen
conditions (aspect ratio and refractive index) of this study, could
not be verified.
For the averaged field of normalized radiance we find lower
values for spheroids and irregular particles. The normalized ra-
diance of the dust field consisting of spheroids is about 35%
lower than that with spherical dust particles. In the case of the
irregular shaped particle the averaged field is about 24% lower.
These relatively large differences are caused by the differ-
ent scattering phase functions. The very small differences in
single scattering albedo do not have the required impact on
the radiance calculations. The extinction efficiencies of spheres
and irregular shaped particles do not differ, only for spheroidal
particles the differences are significant. So, for the differences
in the radiation fields between radiances from spherical and
irregular shaped particles the main contribution comes from
the differing phase functions especially in the scattering an-
gle region that corresponds to the sun position of about 30◦
in zenith angle and the satellites viewing geometry close to
nadir.
In Fu et al. (2009), differences of less than 5% have been
described for their dust cloud reflectivity calculations.
3.2. 3-D effect
Large-scale and high-resolution 3-D radiative transfer simula-
tions are very expensive in computing time. A commonly used
approximation for the 3-D radiative transfer is the so-called In-
dependent Pixel Approximation (IPA), where the results of the
1-D radiative transfer calculations are added column by column
to obtain the domain averaged radiative fluxes or radiances.
The only differences in 3-D and IPA is the negligence of
horizontal photon transport in the IPA. In this study full 3-D and
IPA calculations for a 3-D dust cloud with a sun zenith angle of
70◦ at 31 January 2008 have been performed. The model domain
shown in Fig. 9 has a width of about 1800 km. In order to resolve
3-D effects, the grid box size was refined from 26 km for the
MUSCAT cloud to 6 km for the Monte Carlo calculations.
In Fig. 9 the simulated reflectivity field at the cloud for 1-D
and 3-D calculations is shown. The field in Fig. 9(b) is calcu-
lated with only vertical photon transport (IPA) and in (c) with
additional horizontal photon transport. The sun is shining from
the right side of the domain. (a) shows the optical thickness of
the cloud at 0.6µm. The domain averaged values of the fields
of normalized reflected radiance, absorption, transmission and
Fig. 9. Optical thickness at 0.6µm with a domain mean of 1 and a
standard deviation of 0.6 (a), Monte Carlo simulated reflectance field
for only vertical photon transport (b), including horizontal photon
transport (c) and the differences between them in % (d).
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reflection do not show significant differences between the 3-D
and IPA 1-D calculations. Depending on the cloud structure lo-
cal deviations are clearly visible. In (c) the ‘edges’ in the dust
cloud are smoothed out due to the horizontal photon transport.
Picture (d) shows the differences between both reflection fields.
Where the gradients in optical thickness of the dust cloud are
largest, the 3-D effect is most pronounced. In some areas the
radiance fields for the 3-D scenario differ about ±15% from the
fields for the 1-D scenario.
The aspect of 1-D and 3-D photon transport in radiative trans-
fer simulations for water clouds in the atmosphere is discussed
in Benner and Evans (2001). Their results fit well to ours for dust
clouds. The average radiative fields do not differ significantly,
but depending on the cloud structure there are big differences in
local cloud areas.
Davis et al. (1997) have also shown the smoothing effect of
horizontal photon transport in cloudy atmosphere.
Di Giuseppe and Tompkins (2003) show that the effect of
horizontal photon transport is negligible for the mean quantities
of reflection, transmission and absorption, but for high variability
in water cloud structure the effect increases. Also the dependence
on the sun zenith angle is considered.
The comparison for I3RC with 3-D and 1-D Monte Carlo
models shows that the 3-D effect is larger for lower sun zenith
angle. For the step cloud with high gradient in optical thickness,
the 3-D effect is most pronounced (Cahalan et al., 2005).
4. Summary and conclusions
By means of a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model the full 3-D
radiative transfer study has been performed where extinction,
scattering and absorption are subject to spatial variability. The
spatial dust cloud under investigation has been derived from a
mesoscale cloud resolving atmospheric circulation model with a
microphysical dust scheme. The effect of different assumptions
on dust particle geometries on the reflected, transmitted and ab-
sorbed radiation fluxes as well as on the horizontal reflectance
field has been investigated. Significant differences in radiative
properties have been found for spherical, spheroidal and irregu-
lar shaped particles. 3-D radiative transfer effects are negligible
except near the edges of dust clouds. It is obvious that dust par-
ticles are neither spherical nor of spheroidal shape. However,
the consideration of a more realistic irregular particle geome-
try remains difficult due to the lack of available light scattering
theories. The results from the geometric optics approximation
used in this study can only be regarded as a hint towards the
importance of dust cloud microphysics on their radiative effects
and for dust remote sensing from satellite.
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